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ISO 9001 ISO 14001

Live Web Chat Support
Available weekdays between 8:00 & 17:00

Contact Us  |  sales@exportaglobal.co.uk

We’re here to help you Move It, Store it & Secure It

In a high paced, high pressured working environment, we’re here to take the load off your
back. 

Exporta was founded in 1999 by current managing director Dale Paterson and his father.
Over the last two decades Exporta has grown to one of the most prominent suppliers of
plastic pallets and other product handling goods in the UK through offering unique customer
service and nationwide delivery.

Exporta offers nExporta offers next day delivery to every corner of the UK meaning we have become a trusted
supplier to many organisations throughout multiple industries across the nation. Along with
our customer service and delivery offering we have a cumulative 150 years of industry
experience within our growing team.

- Challenge and prepare to be challenged.

- Listen intently.

- Stand by your word.

- Communicate & collaborate.

- See the positive.

- Entrepreneurial bravery.

Who are Exporta?

Our Key Values

ABOUT
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Everything you need to start saving time, money & space.

Pallets | Pages 12 - 35
Rackable & Nestable Plastic Pallets

Pallet Boxes | Pages 36 - 45
Collapsible & Rigid Options, Poly-Crates & More

Pallet Collars | Pages 46 - 53
Range of Plastic & Wooden Pallet Collars

Storage Containers | Pages 54 - 63
Wide Range of Euro Containers, Tote Boxes & Picking Bins

Crates | Pages 64 - 73
Eurocrates, Picking Crates, Folding Crates & Bale Arm Crates

Metal Storage | Pages 74 - 79
Stillages, Hypacages, Retention Units & More

Dunnage Air Bags | Pages 80 - 85
Wide Range of Bags, Accessories & More

Load Securing | Pages 86 - 93
Ratchet Straps, Container Protection Products & More

CONTENTS
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Save Time - Save Money - Stay Compliant

Need to Move It? You’re covered with our comprehensive range of boxes, pallets and
workplace equipment. At Exporta we are dedicated to helping you safely and efficiently move
your products from A to B, whether that's internally in your warehouse, or to an external
location.

Move It

Need to Store It? No problem, that's sorted with our extensive storage range. We have years
of experience in helping our customers safely and efficiently store their products. From
containers to fill your goods with, to shelving to put your goods on, we've got you covered.

Store It

Need to Secure It? Our load securing range ensures your products and your team stay safe, on
time and compliant. At Exporta we’re committed to helping you safely and efficiently load and
secure your products. We want to help you ensure you never pay another penny for damaged
products again or miss another shipping deadline.

Secure It

ABOUT
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Live Web Chat Support
Available weekdays between 8:00 to 17:00

Contact Us  |  sales@exportaglobal.co.uk

We’re here to help you Move It, Store it & Secure It

In a high paced, high pressured working environment, we’re here to take the load off your
back. 

Need to Move It?
You’re covered with our range of plastic pallets, pallet collars and load securing items.

Need to Store It?
No problem, that’s sorted with our extended storage range.

Need to Need to Secure It?
Our workplace equipment range ensures you and your team stay safe, on time and compliant.

We save you time, we save you money, we keep you compliant and we make sure you never
miss another deadline.

- Challenge and prepare to be challenged

- Listen intently.

- Stand by your word.

- Communicate & collaborate.

- See the positive.

- Entrepreneurial bravery.

Who are Exporta?

Our Key Values

ABOUT
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Meet the full team at exportaglobal.co.uk.

At Exporta, our dedicated team are on hand to help you move it, store it and secure it. We
provide a high quality service to all of our customers and we like to think of ourselves as part
of your team if you choose to work with us. We’ll work with you to maximise your operation
meaning you’ll save time, save money, save space and ultimately stay compliant to all
existing regulations. Our knowledge and industry experience is on tap for you at any time,
your dedicated account manager is always only a phone call or email away. Exporta is a great
place toplace to work, when the team are not found at their desks you could find them in the gym, the
canteen or maybe even playing table tennis. Ultimately though, we’re here to answer your
questions and provide you with the best industry advice available.

Dale Paterson
Director
dale.paterson@exportaglobal.co.uk

Daniel Paterson
Director
daniel.paterson@exportaglobal.co.uk

Paul Eagle
Sales Executive
paul.eagle@exportaglobal.co.uk

Scott Logie
Sales Executive
scott.logie@exportaglobal.co.uk

Scott Bridger
Sales Executive
scott.bridger@exportaglobal.co.uk

Damian White
Sales Executive
damian.white@exportaglobal.co.uk

Your Exporta Team

Expert Sales Team

SERVICE
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The more you spend, the more you save.

Our  award winning customer loyalty programme is designed to ensure you maximise your
experience with Exporta. It’s never been easier to open one of our Business Plus accounts and
you can do so simply by filling in the form on our website or giving us a call.

exportaglobal.co.uk/register/businessplus

A credit limit and terms
tailored to your business.

Access to trading with us online
24hrs a day 7 days a week and
offline via phone or email.

Ability to pay an invoice via
purchase orders.purchase orders.

A dedicated product handling
expert to support your business.

Free next day delivery on orders
over £200 and placed before 4pm.

Ability to have your own personalised
trade prices visible when logged in
online as well as offline - available
once a £10,000 annual spend threshold
is reached.is reached.

Access to our loyalty scheme where
increasing percentage discounts are
awarded for annual spends over £2500.

The Key Benefits

Your Loyalty Account

ACCOUNT
7
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Spread the cost of your next purchase from Exporta

Improvements in Cash Flow

Simplified Budget Planning &
Decision Making

Upgrade & Repair Your Assets
During the Rental Period

Simple Administration and a 
Single Single Contract/Payment

Off Balance Sheet Accounting

Offset Rental Payments Against
Corporation Tax

Flexible Funding Solutions
Available

Simplified Acquisition of Future
PProducts

Product Rental
Scheme
We have put together a new and innovative rental option for bulk purchases of our equipment
such as plastic pallets, pallet boxes, poly crates, storage crates and containers. We recognise
even more so in current times than before that the need to use capital and make investments
prudently and wisely is required. To that end we have a new rental option that allows our
products to be rented over a fixed term rather than purchased outright.

This allows us to provide our customers with maximum flexibility when it comes to supporting
theitheir business requirements and when they need a replacement or new equipment for their
operation or supply chain. Within the contract we can build in expected levels of loss or
damage cover and replacements plus we can add on additional services such as washing,
repair or refurbishment which will cover and mitigate the risk to the user.

How does it work?

RENTAL
8
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There’s never been a better time to switch to Plastic Pallets

How does ISPM15
affect you?
For any UK business shipping goods within the EU, the latest changes to regulations will be a
vital consideration. Wooden packaging, including pallets, must now meet ISPM15 standards
when being shipped. This regulation ensures pallets have been treated to eradicate pests and
are then stamped to reinforce this action has been carried out. While demand and prices for
these types of compliant pallets will be on the rise, there are alternatives to consider. 

The best alternative to Wooden Pallets, is Plastic Pallets. Plastic Pallets completely avoid the
ISISPM15 regulations, are more hygienic and reliable, and making the switch now will minimize
any potential disruption to your supply chain now that these regulations have come into effect. 
While switching to Plastic will keep you compliant, Plastic Pallets also offer a whole host of
other benefits such as being lightweight & easy to handle, space saving, environmentally
friendly, consistent in size and strength, easy to clean and they provide an improved return on
investment over time.

You can save money on airfreight costs with a nestable plastic pallet as they take up much less
space on return journeys.space on return journeys. They are also lightweight and easy to handle. As well as saving
space in transit, you will also save space in storage, four times as many nestable plastic pallets
can fit in to one stack compared to wooden pallets. 

The environment is a key consideration when choosing your pallet, plastic pallets can be
recycled, they also are available in recycled material. When you have used your plastic pallets,
you can return them to Exporta where we will recycle them for you. Using less wood also helps
to cut down on deforestation.

The size and strength The size and strength of a plastic pallet is consistent due to the high quality manufacture. This
is particularly useful for companies working with an automated system.

Naturally, there will be no more splinters with a plastic pallet. They are also contaminant free
and easy to clean thanks to their smooth surfaces. Unlike wooden pallets which can quickly
become mouldy, plastic pallets are impervious to moisture. This means they can be stored
inside or out.

We also offer a range of hygiene pallets. These pallets are designed specifically for use in the
pharmaceutical opharmaceutical or food industry. They are made from one piece and have no areas to allow dirt
to gather ensuring the contents of them remains completely free of any contamination.

We understand that in the current climate changing your pallet can be seen as a daunting and
costly task, however, the long term return on investment when using plastic pallets is clear to
see thanks to their much longer lifespan when compared to wood.

What’s changed?

ISPM15
9
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Also Includes NEW Aluminium Pallets for 2021

Keep an eye out for our product & industry articles, videos and useful hints & tips
by visiting our blog or by  following us on LinkedIn, Facebook & Twitter

Need a product sample? We can arrange this for you. Get in touch.

Pallets
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Why Choose Plastic Over Wood?

Size, Deck & Material Options

Nestable Pallets

Distribution Pallets

Rackable Pallets

Hygiene Pallets

Aluminium Aluminium Pallets

Wooden Pallets

Pallet Recycling Scheme

PALLETS
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Need some more info? Give us a call today.

Ideal for Export – Exempt from ISPM15 regulations and accepted in all countries without the
need of a heat treatment certificate.

Lighter – Saving up to £40/pallet on airfreight costs and reduces amount of CO2 emissions in
transport of goods.

Hygienic – No dirt or dust ingress into factory, and no contamination issues which is ideal for
food and pharmaceutical industries.

EasieEasier to Handle – Lighter for safer manual handling and no sharp edges or splinters.

Easy to Clean – Can be steam cleaned or washed.

Space Saving - Up to 70 pallets in a stack of nesting pallets.

Consistency of Size – Ideal for automated systems.

Consistency of Strength – Plastic pallets come out
of a mold and with a specification sheet provided to
guarantee tested load capacities.

EEnvironmentally Friendly – Made from recycled
plastic, which can be recycled yet again.

Durability – Maximise return on investment, ideal
for pooling or closed loop pallet networks. They can
last for more than 10 years.

Impervious to Moisture – Unlike wooden pallets
they will not absorb moisture which increases
weight, mould and deterioweight, mould and deterioration of pallets and causes
moisture damage in shipping containers.

Aesthetically Pleasing – Delivering your goods on
quality pallets will enhance your brand and can be
used in point of sale displays.

The Key Benefits

PALLETS
12
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Which Plastic Pallet is right for you?

Plastic Pallet
Options
There are four main sizes of pallet for you to
choose from,

- Standard: 1200x1000mm
- Euro: 1200x800mm
- Half-Euro: 800x600mm
- Display: 600x400mm

OOf course, if you need a custom size, we can
quote for you based on minimum order
quantities. We have several base options,
choose between nesting feet or runners in
a variety of configurations ranging from
3 runners to 6.

Size & Base

Choose between either an open or closed deck.
The main materials used are Polypropylene or
High Density Polyethylene, both can be
recycled or virgin.

Deck & Material

We’ve enhanced our environmental offering by
introducing a plastic pallet eco rating system.
This system allows you to choose your plastic
pallet in the full knowledge of its effect on the
environment.

Eco
The plastic pallet can be recycled at the end The plastic pallet can be recycled at the end of
its life.
Eco Plus
The pallet is made from recycled material and
can be recycled after use.
Eco Max
As well as being made from recycled material
and recyclable, the pallet can also be repaired.and recyclable, the pallet can also be repaired.

Pallet Eco Rating

PALLETS
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Fed up with large airfreight costs? We’ve got you covered.

Nestable
Pallets

Nestable pallets can be used for the
distribution of small goods and are used
in the food, pharmaceutical and
manufacturing industries. Nestable
Plastic Pallets tend to be lighter than
Rackable Pallets; they have a lighter load
capacity, but make upcapacity, but make up for this by being
Nestable. This means they can be stored
in smaller spaces and take up less room
on any return journeys that your pallets
may have. Nestable pallets are constructed
with a strong foot design which increases
capacity. 

Nestable pallets
are space saving,
cost saving and
ideal for export
purposes.

PALLETS
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

PALLETS
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

PALLETS
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Don’t see the pallet you need? Give us a call today.

PALLETS
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

PALLETS
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Make your operation flexible with Attachable Runners

PALLETS
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Variety of base, deck & size options.

Distribution
Pallets

Distribution Pallets are a multi-trip pallet
designed to withstand the rigours of closed
loop pooling systems. Some of these pallets’
key features include easy forklift access even
when nested, superior design to ensure better
support of goods and/or crates, multiple
additional antiadditional anti-slip features and options
available to suit your needs and of course, as
with every nesting pallet you can save space as
well as saving money in return journeys.

Save £££’s in your
pooling system
with the UK’s only
nestable pooling
pallet. 

PALLETS
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

PALLETS
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Need to Move It? We’ve got you covered.

Rackable
Pallets

We have a wide range of
rackable plastic pallets here
at Exporta, ideal for any
industrial pallet racking.
Designed to hold huge load
capacities, the rackable
palletspallets within our collection can
carry up to 7.5 tonnes, providing a strong
and safe storage solution for your goods.
Available in a range of sizes for you to choose
from, our rackable pallets are manufactured for
all industries that deal with heavy goods.

Our range include pallets with optional added
metal bars to increase strength,metal bars to increase strength, various
anti-slip features and a variety of virgin and
recycled material options.

Rackable pallets
are a strong and
versatile option
for racking and
product movement.

PALLETS
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

PALLETS
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

PALLETS
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Need to Move It? We’ve got you covered.

PALLETS
25

Static Load: Up to 5000KG
Dynamic Load: Up to 2250KG
Racking Load: Up to 1750KG

Static Load: Up to 5000KG
Dynamic Load: Up to 2250KG
Racking Load: Up to 1750KG

Static Load: Up to 5000KG
Dynamic Load: Up to 2250KG
Racking Load: Up to 1750KG

Static Load: Up to 5000KG
Dynamic Load: Up to 2250KG
Racking Load: Up to 1750KG
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

PALLETS
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Don’t see the pallet you need? Get in touch today.

PALLETS
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

PALLETS
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Need a bespoke size? Get in touch for a quote.

Container Pallets

PALLETS
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These pallets are ideal for food and pharmaceutical purposes.

Hygiene
Pallets

The hygiene pallets here at Exporta are ideal
for meat, food and pharmaceutical companies
to transport their goods due to their capabilities
that prevent dirt from building within the
hygiene pallet and easy to clean surfaces.
Traditionally, these food grade pallets have a
smosmooth deck on which to place any objects
which will help with efficiency and ease of use
for workers.

These food grade
pallets leave
no space for
dirt to gather
or contaminate.

PALLETS
30
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

PALLETS
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Do you need a pallet with a longer lifespan?

Aluminium
Pallets

These pallets are hygienic and
strong. They have a much longer lifespan
than a standard wooden pallet meaning the
return on investment is increased saving you
money over time in comparison to buying
wooden pallets. The pallets are made with high
qualityquality welded aluminium. The pallets will not
change shape over time which is ideal when
used in an automated system. Thanks to their
uniform surface they are easy to clean using
simply warm water. These pallets are also
resistant to static build up.

Aluminium Pallets
are an ideal
and long lasting
replacement for
wooden pallets.

PALLETS
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Get in touch for a quote today.

PALLETS
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Our Wooden Pallets are ISPM15 Certified

Wooden
Pallets

We have a small range of wooden pallets in
stock. Our range of wooden pallets are heat
treated and suitable for export. With increasing
wood prices and the damage to forests across
the globe, switching to our more extensive
range of plastic pallets may be the best long
term term cost effective solution for you. Plastic
pallets are more robust, more consistent and
reliable and the range is so vast there is always
something for your needs available.

Small range of
heat treated
wooden pallets
available in stack
quantities.

PALLETS
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Our Pallet Recycling Scheme is a FREE Service

We have teamed up with a UK based recycling company to offer free recycling to our
customers of all plastic items such as pallets, containers, boxes and crates.

Plastic waste is a big issue in the world and we at Exporta know that being an environmentally
friendly supplier is key to trading and it is morally in line with our company values. 98% of all
the plastic pallets we sell are made from recycled material. In addition, all our plastic products
are 100% recyclable and so we have gone that extra step now in offering a FREE collection
and recycling schemeand recycling scheme for end of life plastic products to all our customers.

If you are looking to replace old plastic pallets, boxes or crates for new ones then we are very
happy to recycle the old ones. All plastic products sold by us to our customers can be recycled
when they come to the end of their useable life – which can be up to 10 years depending on
the use case.

This scheme is unique as although there are numerous companies that offer to collect
wooden pallets (which cannot be fully recycled), there are few, if any at all, that will collect and
recycle plastic pallets and recycle plastic pallets and other plastic containers.

Get in touch with our team for more information on the recycling scheme.

How does it work?

PALLETS
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Also Includes NEW Rigid Pallet Boxes for 2021

Keep an eye out for our product & industry articles, videos and useful hints & tips
by visiting our blog or by  following us on LinkedIn, Facebook & Twitter

Need a product sample? We can arrange this for you. Get in touch.

Pallet
Boxes
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Collapsible Pallet Boxes

Rigid Pallet Boxes

Poly-Crates

Dolav Compatible Pallet Boxes

Collapsible Cardboard Crates

PALLET
BOXES
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Reduce employee stretching injuries with drop down doors.

Collapsible
Pallet Boxes

Make your life easier and your warehouse
much tidier with our extensive range of
collapsible pallet boxes. Our range of folding
plastic pallet boxes provides you with a wide
variety of sizes to choose from, perfect for
accommodating a range of industries. Gain an
eextra level of practicality to your storage
facilities, robust and strong when in use and
easy to store when not, these boxes will keep
your warehouse tidy, organised and safe.

We have a variety of base
options to choose
from including feet,
runners and castors.runners and castors.
We can also provide
you with a variety of
side door options.

Do you need
a strong and
versatile storage
solution for
your goods?

PALLET
BOXES

38
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

PALLET
BOXES
39

3 Runners | 3 Runners & Castors
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Don’t see the pallet box you need? Give us a call.

Rigid Pallet
Boxes

Rigid pallet boxes are sturdy and
perfectly designed to store building
materials. These unique pallet
boxes have incredible load capacities
as well as providing enhanced product
protection. Rigid pallet boxes are made from
HDPE plastic. Lids are HDPE plastic. Lids are available for our rigid
pallet boxes to make them completely closed
and to ensure their contents are kept clean and
protected, they are ideal for the food industry
and pharmaceuticals.

We have a variety of base options to choose
from including feet, runners and castors.

Do you need
a strong plastic
crate to improve
your goods
storage and transit?

PALLET
BOXES
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

PALLET
BOXES
41
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Gain up to 80% more storage space.

Poly-
Crates

Our foldable poly-crates or pallet boxes
guarantee an economical and safe
transportation as well as space-saving storage
and return transport. Available in a variety of
sizes, we have an extensive selection of
polycrates for you to choose from. Utilise your
stostorage space efficiently with our maximum
volume reduction poly-crates that can be easily
folded away when not in use. Made from high
quality plastics, our poly-crates will provide a
long term, durable handling option for a range
of industries. These poly-crates come in a three
part design with an integrated base insert.

Poly-Crates
collapse down
to a fraction
of their size to
save you space.

PALLET
BOXES
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

PALLET
BOXES
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Innovative Inter-Locking Stacking Feature

Dolav Compatible
Boxes

Our Dolav compatible pallet boxes
provide a rigid pallet box that is made
from a single piece of moulded
plastic; not only are they easy to
clean but, Dolav compatible pallet
boxes are a much more hygienic
pallet option. Oupallet option. Our Dolav compatible
boxes are not made by Dolav but, in
many ways, are even better. Suitable
for use in the food, drink and
pharmaceutical industries where
hygiene is paramount and
contamination needs to be prevented
oor eliminated our Dolav style pallet boxes are
perfect for handling a range of products.

These pallet boxes
are a hygienic
solution for food
produce transport
& storage.

PALLET
BOXES
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Lightweight Alternative to Wood or Plastic

Cardboard
Crates

These cardboard crates are
pallet boxes made from very
strong and robust 15mm or
25mm reinforced cardboard.
Designed for air freight usage in
mind, when combined with a lightweight
nestable plastic pallet these cnestable plastic pallet these crates can
significantly reduce the volumetric cost of
shipping by air. These crates are much lighter
than any wooden or plastic crate and far
stronger than any normal cardboard box. The
toughest can take 500kg stacked on top and
because they are collapsible, they can be
shipped bacshipped back to the source in stacks thus
saving on return costs. They can be reused
again and again and are more environmentally
friendly when compared to single use
cardboard boxes.

Save money with
these space saving,
strong, robust,
collapsible cardboard
crates.

PALLET
BOXES

45
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Need to Move It? We’ve got you covered.

Keep an eye out for our product & industry articles, videos and useful hints & tips
by visiting our blog or by  following us on LinkedIn, Facebook & Twitter

Need a product sample? We can arrange this for you. Get in touch.

Pallet
Collars
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Wooden Pallet Collars

Pallet Collar Dividers

Pallet Collar Accessories

Plastic Pallet Collars

COLLARS
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TUV Rheinland Certified & IPPC Compliant

Wooden Pallet
Collars

Wooden pallet collars are a popular choice
when it comes to packaging solutions, as they
are a modern and efficient solution to storage
and transporting goods. Like wooden pallet
boxes, wooden pallet collars are great for items
that are compact, bulky or fragile and that can be
pproblematic when it comes to storing them or
manoeuvring them. Our range comes in three
grades, all with planed sides to ensure there are
no splinters. Each collar has galvanised hinges
and they are made from 100% sustainable wood.

You can purchase individual collars or buy a
crate bundle which comes with a base pallet,
a secure lid and the a secure lid and the collars. These crates help
to reduce stretching injuries.

Premium Grade
Maximum performance with
maximum visual impact.

Industrial Grade
Maximum performance with
maximum value.

Eco GEco Grade
Maximum performance with
a minimal weight and cost.

Do you need
added protection
for your goods
on their pallets
in transit & storage?

Grades

COLLARS
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

COLLARS
49

Individual Collars

Crate Bundles
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Compatible with three collar sizes.

Pallet Collar
Dividers

These honeycomb dividers can be used in a
variety of combinations. You can choose
between 4, 6, 9 and 12 sections. Easily
dismantled for your storage efficiency, our
pallet collar dividers are a functional, practical
way to create pallet compartments and keep
youyour products well stored. These dividers have
secure hinges to keep them in place.

You can create
a more organised
storage system
with collar divider
kits.

COLLARS
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

Pallet Collar
Accessories
We have a wide variety of accessories available
to help you customise your pallet collar system.
From organisational products to document
identification pockets we have it all. If you need
some expert advice about how to maximise
your pallet collars, give us a call today.

COLLARS
51

01-PL80606C
01-PL12806C
01-PL12106C
01-PL1212
01-PL1216
01-PL1280M
001-PL1210M

01-PD8060
01-PD1280
01-PD1210
01-HBI8060
01-HBI1280
01-HBI1210

01-PCL1
01-PCL2
01-PCL3
01-PCL4

Pallet Collar Locks (1 Collar)
Pallet Collar Locks (2 Collar)
Pallet Collar Locks (3 Collar)
Pallet Collar Locks (4 Collar)

Pallet Collar Lids

Plywood Dividers

Hardboard Dividers

Pallet Collar Lids with Metal Corners

800x600mm
1200x800mm
1200x1000mm
1200x1200mm
1200x1600mm
1200x800mm
1200x1000mm1200x1000mm

800x600mm
1200x800mm
1200x1000mm
800x600mm
1200x800mm
1200x1000mm

01-PALD Pallet Distancers N/A

01-FCSC Stacking Corners N/A

01-FCPPA
01-WFDH/A5/200

Plastic Pockets
Wire Frame Document Holder - Pack of 200

03-PCFT Pallet Collar Trolley

A4 | A5 | A6
A5

N/A

N/A

Pallet Collar Lids

Interlayer Dividers

Pallet Distancers

Document Pockets

Pallet Collar Trolley

Stacking Corners

Pallet Collar Locks

Code Description Dimensions
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Ideal for shipping steralised goods.

Plastic Pallet
Collars

Plastic Pallet Collars are the ideal solution for
reducing packaging weight while maintaining
strength. They are easy to wash and clean. and
are also suitable for outside storage. They are
widely used in industries like food and
pharmaceuticals as they prevent dirt ingress.

YYou can purchase individual collars or buy a
crate bundle which comes with a base pallet,
a secure lid and the collars. These crates help
to reduce stretching injuries.

Our range of
plastic pallet
collars provide
flexible, hygienic
protection.

COLLARS
52
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

COLLARS
53

Individual Collars

Crate Bundles & Lid
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Need to Store It? We’ve got you covered.

Keep an eye out for our product & industry articles, videos and useful hints & tips
by visiting our blog or by  following us on LinkedIn, Facebook & Twitter

Need a product sample? We can arrange this for you. Get in touch.

Storage
Containers
P56

P60

P62

|

|

|

Euro Containers

Picking Bins

Tote Boxes (Attached Lid Containers)

CONTAINERS
55
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See pages 58 & 59 for wide range of sizes available. 

Euro
Containers

Euro containers are a
versatile storage box,
sometimes called a
Eurobox or Euro bins. They are used for
storage and product movement including
goods-in, through manufacturing and
stostorage, right through to dispatch at the far end.
Euro Stacking Containers are uniform in
dimensions meaning they are ideal for
automated manufacturing systems or product
handling. Whether you’re looking for euro
stacking containers, euro containers with lids,
euro picking bins or even accessories for your
eueuro storage boxes, here at Exporta, we have
the best industrial storage containers to
improve the usability of your workspace

Our range of Euro
Containers &
Picking Bins are
the strongest on
the market.

CONTAINERS
56
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Customise Containers to Suit Your Needs

Accessories &
Branding
Enhance your containers with our wide range of accessories. We have secure lids that fit on to
all sizes available. Dividers are also available, these dividers allow you to segment the internal
storage of the containers. We also have security accessories such as locking clips. Dollies
make moving your containers easy and document clips make displaying information on your
container easy.

Accessories

Are you fed up wasting money replacing lost
containers? You can reduce your lost euro
containers while exposing your brand with our
branding and ID service. You can either add
your company logo, or simply a block colour to
our range to ensure your containers stand
out and picking erout and picking errors will be reduced. Get in
touch to discuss your enquiry for a quote and
a product mock up, free of charge and with no
obligation.

Custom colours are also available, these require
a minimum order quantity.

Branding & Identification

CONTAINERS
57
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Next Day Delivery on orders before 4pm

CONTAINERS
58

Euro Container Range
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NEW Colour Options for 2021

CONTAINERS
59
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Do you need to organise your picking operation?

Picking
Bins

At Exporta we understand how important it is
to have an organised picking process in place
within a warehouse, that’s why we’ve widened
our range of picking bin options to give you
plenty of choice.

Small Parts Storage Bins
These bins These bins come in a variety of sizes and
colours allowing you to easily identify their
contents when they are placed within a
picking wall. We can also provide Louvre
Panels to ensure you have everything you
need.

Shelf Bins
SimilaSimilar to small parts bins, shelf bins are longer
and designed to work on shelving rather than
on a louvre panel. Available with dividers they
are a simple solution to organised picking.

Economy Card Bins
These cardboard picking bins are a cost
effective alternative to plastic bins. Large
pickingpicking walls can quickly be erected at a low
cost. They are made from robust cardboard and
are supplied to you flat.

Choose from
a wide variety
of small parts
bins, shelf bins
& card bins.

CONTAINERS
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Next Day Delivery on orders placed before 4PM

CONTAINERS
61
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Next Day Delivery on orders before 4pm

Tote
Boxes

Tote boxes are used for many applications
but are widely used in medical and
pharmaceutical settings for safe and hygienic
movement of medicines and pharmaceutical
items in the supply of medical centres,
pharmacies and hospitals. They are also used a
llot in retail distribution in closed-loop networks
to ship goods to stores or collection points for
home delivery or customer collection.

Our range include strong boxes, lightweight and
easy to handle boxes, as well as a variety of
colour options. These containers have a long
life and are made from food-safe material.
ReturnReturn freight costs are reduced as well as
storage space thanks to their nesting capability.

Our range of tote
boxes are strong,
space saving and
ideal for storage
purposes.

CONTAINERS
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Need to Store It? We’ve got you covered.

CONTAINERS
63
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Base Call to Action Message

Distribution
Pallets

Distribution Pallets are a multi-trip pallet
designed to withstand the rigours of closed
loop pooling systems. Some of these pallets
key features include easy forklift access even
when nested, superior design to ensure better
support of goods and/or crates, multiple
additional antiadditional anti-slip features and options
available to suit your needs and of course, as
with every nesting pallet you can save space as
well as saving money in return journeys.

Save £££’s in your
pooling system
with the UK’s only
nestable pooling
pallet. 

CATEGORY
00
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Includes NEW Eurocrates for 2021

Keep an eye out for our product & industry articles, videos and useful hints & tips
by visiting our blog or by  following us on LinkedIn, Facebook & Twitter

Need a product sample? We can arrange this for you. Get in touch.

Storage & Picking
Crates
P66

P68

P70

P72

|

|

|

|

Eurocrates

Folding Crates

Picker Crates

Bale Arm Crates

CRATES
65
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Next Day Delivery on orders before 4pm

Stacking
Eurocrates

Here at Exporta, we stock a vast range of
Eurocrates in a variety of shapes and sizes.
Designed as the container of choice for moving
almost any product in a number of different
industries, often ventilated, Eurocrates are
great for holding fresh produce such as fruit
andand vegetables. Eurocrates are particularly
popular due to their easy-clean and hygienic
properties. Not only are they durable and
long-lasting, they also conform to standard
euro regulations meaning that euro crates fit
the euro footprint sizes of 400x300mm and
600x400mm.

Robust, ventilated,
Eurocrates are ideal
for the storage and
movement of fresh
food produce.

CRATES
66
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Brand NEW sizes for 2021

CRATES
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Next Day Delivery on orders before 4pm

Folding
Crates

Folding crates provide a practical and functional
means of storage that can be useful for a wide
range of industries. Our selection of collapsible
crates is available in various heights so that
they can accommodate your storage needs. 
Reusable, long-lasting and certified food-safe,
ouour folding crates are multi-purpose and the
ideal storage container for your business.
They stack easily when in use and fold flat
neatly in seconds saving you time, and storage
space.

Award winning, space
saving, folding crates
with an easy to use
folding function and
a stacking capability.

CRATES
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Get in touch to request a sample.

CRATES
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Next Day Delivery on orders before 4pm

Picker
Crates

Our picker crate is very versatile and it can be
used in a number of applications. It both stacks
and nests. It is ideally used for the picking and
transportation of soft fruit and vegetables such
as raspberries, mushrooms, strawberries,
grapes etc. It is also used in the bakery market
due to its abilities to nestdue to its abilities to nest while maintaining
storage capabilities.

With a unique and innovative design, this picker
crate has a 50% nesting ratio complemented
with superior ventilation technology. Because
of this capability, this has a huge downward
effect on cost and also the environment in
return systemsreturn systems which will make you more
efficient as a company.

This crate is manufactured from HDPE which
means it can be washed which is vital especially
in the food industry. This material is resistant to
oil, acid and alkali as well as extreme
temperatures.

Our colour coded
stack/nest picker
crate is ideal for
fresh produce
picking.

CRATES
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Bespoke colours available, get in touch.

CRATES
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Next Day Delivery on orders before 4pm

Bale Arm
Crates

Bale arm crates are ideal for supermarket use.
They are easily stackable and manufactured to
reduce the movement of products while in
transit. Our range of bale arm crates provides
a safe, hygienic way to manoeuvre and store
fresh produce and more. These crates can be
nestednested when not in use meaning you save
space and can stack even when fully loaded.
Bale arm crates are fully ventilated to aid in
keeping produce fresh.

Robust stack/nest
crates with strong
arms ideal for fresh
produce transport &
movement.

CRATES
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Visit our website for bulk pricing options.

CRATES
73
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Wide Range of Metal Storage & Movement Options

Keep an eye out for our product & industry articles, videos and useful hints & tips
by visiting our blog or by  following us on LinkedIn, Facebook & Twitter

Need a product sample? We can arrange this for you. Get in touch.

Metal
Storage
P76

P77

P78

P79

|

|

|

|

Retention Units

Stillages

Hypacages

Roll Cages

METAL
STORAGE
75
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These units can stack up to 4 high.

Retention
Units

Our stackable retention units are
both sturdy and practical, allowing
for easy, safe and secure
transportation of heavy goods.
Pallet retention units can be folded
when not in use, meaning that they
are easy to store and aare easy to store and a fantastic
space saver. Whether you’re looking
for a standard or euro pallet
retention unit, we have an array of
choices, here at Exporta. Our range
of retention units come with flanged
rims for secure stacking. They are
finishedfinished with a bright zinc plate.

These clever units
turn your flat
pallets into
secure, stackable
containers.

METAL
STORAGE
76

02-SRU8110
02-SRU1110
02-SRU1110/4
02-SRU1112
02-SRU1114
02-SRU1111FG2

Euro Retention Unit
Standard Retention Unit
Standard Retention Unit - 4 Gates
Standard Retention Unit - Mid Height
Standard Retention Unit - Tall
Standard Retention Unit - 2 Front Gates

800x1200x1000mm
1000x1200x1000mm
1000x1200x1000mm
1000x1200x1200mm
1000x1200x1450mm
1000x1200x1000mm

800KG

Code Description Dimensions (WDH) Capacity
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Reduce transport costs with a Stillage.

Metal
Stillages

We have a wide range of sizes
and varieties when it comes to
our Stillage range. We  have
gated options, open sided
options and demountable
stillages. Our stillages stack on
top top of each other, up to 4 high
when in use. You can also be
assured of product protection
thanks to the secure locks
available.

Stillages are a
durable, strong
& stackable
metal storage
solution.

METAL
STORAGE

77

01-PPS101111
01-PPS140103
01-CPS11597
01-CPS12483C
01-CPS12483
01-DPS200103
001-BPS9061

Post Pallet Stillage
Post Pallet Stillage
Collapsible Cage Pallet Stillage
Gitterbox Stillage - Closed Base
Gitterbox Stillage
Demountable Post Pallet
SSteel Box Pallet Stillage

1015x1115mm
1400x1030mm
1150x975mm
1240x835mm
1240x835mm
2030x1060mm
900x610mm900x610mm

800KG
1000KG
1000KG
700KG
700KG
1000KG
800KG800KG

Code Description Dimensions Capacity
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Need a sample? Give us a call today.

Stacking
Hypacages

Hypacages are an ideal solution for warehouse
storage. They are versatile as they can be
quickly assembled and dismantled. The cages
fold completely flat when not in use. Available
with security lids you can be sure that your
goods will be safe within a hypacage. Drop
ddown gates ensure your employees avoid
stretching injuries when reaching in to pick
contents.

Don’t have
any racking
installed? No
problem, use
Hypacages.

METAL
STORAGE
78

01-HC806067
01-HC128010
01-HC121010
01-HC801085HD
01-HC101290HD
01-HC101290HDFC
001-HCL1210

Half-Euro Hypacage
Euro Hypacage
Standard Hypacage
Heavy Duty Euro Hypacage
Heavy Duty Standard Hypacage
Heavy Duty Hypacage - Fork Guides
Hypacage Security LidHypacage Security Lid

800x600x670mm
800x1200x1000mm
1000x1200x1000mm
800x1000x850mm
1000x1200x900mm
1000x1200x900mm
1000x1200mm1000x1200mm

350KG
600KG
600KG
1200KG
1500KG
1500KG
NN/A

Code Description Dimensions (WDH) Capacity
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Need to Move It? We’ve got you covered.

Roll
Containers

We have a wide variety of warehouse roll
cages, including a two-sided container suitable
for stocking lightweight items that may be likely
to fall, and that can be accessed from multiple
angles. You can also find three-sided roll
containers that provide more support to avoid
ffalls and damage to stock, plus a range of
four-sided roll containers with lockable front
doors, ideal for storing goods that need
high-level protection while moving heavier
goods. If you’re looking to save space in your
warehouse, nestable roll containers could be a
great option, as they can slot together when
nnot in use.

Roll Containers
are an essential
part of any
storage logistics
strategy.

METAL
STORAGE
79

Capacity
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Fed up with costly product damages? We’ve got you covered.

Keep an eye out for our product & industry articles, videos and useful hints & tips
by visiting our blog or by  following us on LinkedIn, Facebook & Twitter

Need a product sample? We can arrange this for you. Get in touch.

Dunnage Air
Bags
P82

P83

P84

P85

|

|

|

|

Dunnage Air Bag Overview

Loading Guide

Dunnage Air Bags

Dunnage Air Bag Accessories

DUNNAGE
BAGS
81
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Need some more info? Give us a call.

What is a
Dunnage Air Bag?
Where air bags protect people in cars, dunnage bags
protect your products in shipping containers.

- Maximise your container space while keeping
   your products stable and secure

- Reduce damaged and returned goods

- Less waste, less shipping, less environmental
   impact   impact while eliminating return costs

Overview

So how does it work?

What can we offer?

DUNNAGE AIR BAG DUNNAGE AIR BAG DUNNAGE AIR BAG DUNNAGE AIR BAGDUNNAGE AIR BAG

DU
N
N
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E 
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R 
BA
G
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N
N
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E 
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R 
BA
G

UNSECURE LOAD

The diagram above displays Dunnage Bags filling the gaps left when filling a container with
crates or any palletised freight. The bags absorb shock that naturally occurs when the
container shifts, and protects the products within. The bags can be inflated in a matter of
seconds.

We have 7 sizes available to ensure your container is optimised. We can supply inflators and
accessories to ensure your process remains efficient. We can add your logo to Dunnage Air
Bags to preserve your corporate brand and increase the chance of bags being returned to you.
Each bag comes with easy to follow loading guides printed on the front.

DUNNAGE
BAGS
82
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Ensure safe, secure loading.

Loading
Guide
This free and easy to follow loading guide is printed on every one of our Dunnage Air Bags as
standard to ensure the bags are loaded correctly. Not only does correct loading keep your
products safe, it also keeps your staff safe.

You can download the loading guide at exportaglobal.co.uk

Application Examples

DUNNAGE
BAGS
83
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Next Day Delivery on orders before 4pm

Dunnage Air
Bags

Dunnage Bags are composed of an air-tight
polyethylene inner layer with a reusable valve
and a polywoven outer layer. They are made to
fill voids up to 12" (30cm) wide. They provide
effective and efficient load securing due to time
saving qualities over other methods. They are
easy to handle and they inflate and deflateeasy to handle and they inflate and deflate
quickly. You can also enhance your company
and product image by adding your logo to the
bags for certain order quantities. 

Protect your
valuable products
in transit with
a strong dunnage
bag.

DUNNAGE
BAGS
84

Attachment Attachment Attachment

Attachment Attachment Attachment Attachment
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Need to Secure It? We’ve got you covered.

Dunnage Bag
Accessories

Dunnage bag inflators
are essential in
maximising the
efficiency of your
dunnage bag. This is
because dunnage
bags cannbags cannot work
effectively without the
use of a dunnage air bag
inflator. Here at Exporta,
we supply a range of dunnage bag accessories,
all of which are extremely high quality and built
to last. Offering optimum inflation performance,
you can get the bestyou can get the best value out of your dunnage
airbag. Our inflators are available in a number of
flows and designs

Customise
your dunnage
bag inflation
system with
accessories.

DUNNAGE
BAGS
85

01-DBFFA2
01-DBFFCT/P
01-DBFFCT/A
01-MDBIUKC
01-DBFFCA/TW
01-CDBIUK
001-CDBISC

Dunnage Bag Fast Flow Combo Airgun - Fixed PSI
Dunnage Bag Fast Flow Replacement Combo Tip - Plastic
Dunnage Bag Fast Flow Replacement Combo Tip - Aluminium
Dunnage Air Bag Inflator/Deflator with Combo Valve & Hose
Dunnage Bag Fast Flow Combo Twin Air Gun - For Twin Airbags
Dunnage Air Bag Inflator/Deflator - Cordless Rechargeable 18v - Red
SStorage Container for Dunnage Bag Inflator

Code Description
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Need to Secure It? We’ve got you covered.

Keep an eye out for our product & industry articles, videos and useful hints & tips
by visiting our blog or by  following us on LinkedIn, Facebook & Twitter

Need a product sample? We can arrange this for you. Get in touch.

Load
Securing
P88

P89

P90

P91

P92

P93

|

|

|

|

|

|

Ratchet Straps

Desiccants

Container Liners

Thermal Pallet Covers

Food Grade Covers

Anti Slip Strips & Sheets

LOAD
SECURING
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Next Day Delivery on orders before 4PM

Ratchet
Straps

When it comes to ratchet straps
we have a vast range to suit your load
securing needs. With break strengths
ranging from 1000kg to 5000kg, you’re
sure to find a tie down strap to suit the
needs and specifications of your industry.
With aWith a varied selection of width sizes to
choose from, you can find the appropriate
ratchet strap to hold down your cargo or
equipment during transport. Ratchet straps are
ideal for transporting goods and will ensure that
loads are secure. Bespoke printing is available
to enhance your brand.

Our easy to
use ratchet straps
require no
equipment to
apply.

LOAD
SECURING
88

01-RS255
01-RS258
01-RS356
01-RS507
01-RS506
01-RS508
001-RS510S
01-RS504
01-RS508S

25mm x 5m
25mm x 8m
35mm x 6m
50mm x 7m
50mm x 6m
50mm x 8m
50mm x 10m50mm x 10m
50mm x 4m
50mm x 8m

40
25
25
12
15
12
1010
12
10

1000KG
1500KG

2000KG

4000KG

5000KG

Code Size Pack Size Break Strength
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Easy to install and remove.

Container
Desiccants

Container desiccants are used to
protect goods from moisture
inside a container. We use two
different kinds of container desiccants:
gel and liquid water. The active ingredient
for both categories is calcium chloride.
Calcium chloride isCalcium chloride is friendly on the
environment and on those who use the
products. It has an outstanding capacity to
absorb moisture from the surrounding air. 

Protect your
valuable goods
from moisture
damage inside
a container.

01-DGDCH
01-ABPWC
01-ABSX75
01-ABSX113
01-ABHX10
01-ABCX18
001-DGDBK
01-ABBX

DryGel Desiccant Chain with Hook
Absorbpole Desiccant with Water Collector
AbsorGel Calcium Chloride Desiccant
AbsorGel Calcium Chloride Desiccant
AbsorGel Hanging X Desiccant
AbsorGel Max C Desiccant
DryGel Desiccant BlanketDryGel Desiccant Blanket
AbsorGel Blanket Desiccant

750g
750g
750g
1125g
1KG
1.8KG
1.5KG1.5KG
2.1KG

12
8
15
10
10
12
66
10

Code Description Weight
1380x140mm
1180x116mm
435x290mm
435x435mm
1350x145mm
530x500mm
9920x420mm
1500x500mm

Size Pack

LOAD
SECURING

89
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Call today for a quote.

Container
Liners

These liners provide thermal insulation. They
help to avoid condensation within your
container and this helps prevent damage
caused by extreme temperature changes.

These liners help prevent the contamination of
products as well as preventing damages caused
by pest iby pest infestation. Infiltration from mould is
protected against too. All this protection is
provided while your transportation costs are
reduced due to a reduction in damaged goods.
These liners are available in a variety of sizes
and configurations and can be applied in as
little as 5 minutes.

These liners These liners come with or without a covering for
the floor of the container.

Provide thermal
insulation and
protect against
damage within
your container.

LOAD
SECURING

90
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Need some more info? Get in touch today.

Thermal Pallet
Covers

At Exporta, our variety of thermal
pallet covers and pallet bags will
keep any temperature sensitive
products protected when being
transported and stored. Designed
to fit standard and euro pallets,
pprotecting your products and
goods from any thermal harm or
water damage, our thermal pallet
covers make storage easier for a
range of industries from food to
pharmaceutical. Manufactured to
be puncture-resistant, your items
areare well protected from transport
to storage every time. 

Do you need to
protect your
temperature
sensitive goods
in transit?

LOAD
SECURING
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Ideal for food, drink & pharmaceuticals.

Food Grade
Covers

These food grade covers are the ideal
solution to making sure your products
are given the hygienic protection
required while in transit. They fit with
a wide variety of products in the
Exporta range and are easy to attach.
AAvailable in rolls of 250 or 300, these
covers come in both Euro and Standard size.

Keep your
products free from
contamination while
they’re on the
move or in storage.

LOAD
SECURING

92
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Reusable, Recyclable & Reliable

Anti Slip
Products
Do you need to secure extremely heavy loads?
Anti-Slip Strips come in one standard size but
they can also be provided in sheet form or pads
depending on the required application and they
can be cut to any size on request. These strips
are made from recycled rubber crumbs, bonded
with polyurethanwith polyurethane. They are easy to use. This is
an extremely durable, premium product.

Anti-Slip Strips

You can significantly reduce material handling
costs with a slip sheet. Slip Sheets are thin,
pallet-sized sheets made of heavy 
laminated kraft paperboard.
Slip sheets are an easy
alternative to wooden
pallets. Slip Sheets arepallets. Slip Sheets are
handled by a special piece of 
equipment called the Push-Pull
Attachment, seen in the image to the right.

Slip Sheets

LOAD
SECURING
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Don’t see what you need? We can help, get in touch today.

Do you want to pick a custom colour or add your brand? Need a custom size? Then we can
help, our team of experts are on hand to help you with your bespoke project, get in touch today
and let us guide you through the process. 

In 2019, we created a custom pallet system for Reach Printing Services, the largest 3rd party
contract print providers in the UK. Reach were having issues with the pallets they were using,
the first problem was that they were breaking through normal use and therefore not giving
them the right return on investment. They were also losing pallets in their network, so they
needed a way to identify and track their pallets in order to minimise loss.

We listened to our customer and worked with them to create a solution that would meet the
needs and requirements but alsoneeds and requirements but also within budget limitations. We selected a suitable pallet, gave
the pallet a distinct yellow colour with clear branding and we added barcoding labels with
integrated RFID to allow pallets to be tracked.

What can we offer?

Case Study

BESPOKE
94
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Size - Brand - Colour

Bespoke Sizing
Sometimes you need an exact size, one that may not be available as standard in our range. In
this case we can help. Pallets especially can be manufactured to bespoke sizes, however we
can also provide this service for crates, containers and many of our other products. This service
does come with minimum order quantities, to find out if we can help with your project, get in
touch.

BBranding
Adding your logo to one of our products can improve brand awareness and reduce lost crates
or pallets. We can add your logo as a vinyl, with paint or even have it embossed on the product.
If you’re looking to add your brand to our workwear range, we can add your logo using
embroidery or a heat seal. We can also simply add ID colour blocks to our range of products to
help improve picking efficiency. Get a quote today.

Custom Colours
SimilaSimilar to branding, custom colours can help reduce lost items and improve picking efficiency.
Minimum order quantities are usually required when purchasing an item in a custom colour.
This service can be applied to the majority of our range, let us know how we can help you
today.

RFID Tags
Do you need to know where your pallets are when they're out in the network? An RFID Tag
system could be the perfect solution! Barcode labels are attached to every pallet; we can
supply the ssupply the software needed to make the pallets trackable and traceable which can be operated
using a mobile phone so you won't lose any more pallets.

Our Custom Services
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Read more by visiting our Exporta Blog

Being an environmentally conscious and sustainable thinking company is just as important to
us as our business values, customer service and having a happy team. We are committed to
promoting sustainability from within our offices right through to the products we provide our
customers. 

We have once again achieved ISO14001 certification. Our constant
commitment to the environment is always present in our day-to-day
activities and within our product ranges. The ISO 14001 standard
ensures organisations manage their environmental responsibilities,
an important value to Exporta.

Our Aim

New for 2021 is our plastic pallet eco rating system. This system
allows you to choose your plastic pallet in the full knowledge of its
effect on the environment.

Eco Grading System

ISO14001

We take care of everything. We will arrange for collection of the pallets to be recycled and then
take them on to our recycling partners to go through the recycling process. The pallets are
cleaned and compounded into granules so that they can then be reused to make new, recycled
pallets. Recycled plastic pallets last up to 10 years, then the same pallets can be recycled again
for future use. While there are a lot of companies who offer to collect and recycle wooden
pallets, these can only be partially recycled. By being one of the few offering full collection and
recycling recycling of plastic pallets and containers, we can help support customers looking to be more
environmentally conscious and reduce plastic waste. 98% of our pallets sold are made from
recycled plastic. We have partnered with UK based recycling specialists, Plastic Expert, to offer
this free service to our customers. Recycling capabilities is a key point when talking to existing
and potential customers, so by offering this service we are supporting the values of many
businesses and supporting sustainability.

Pallet Recycling
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The full Exporta range is available at exportaglobal.co.uk

Our Range

- Clicka Shelving
- Kwikrack Shelving
- Rivet Racking
- Expo 3 Shelving
- Longspan Shelving
- - Pallet Racking & Projects
- Pallet Decking
- Cantilever Racking

Whether it’s a full Warehouse Racking
Project or some Shelving for your garage
we have the solution for you. We have an
in-house team dedicated to managing
rracking projects from start to finish.

Racking & Shelving

Workwear
Our Range

- Clothing
- Hi-Vis
- Footwear
- PPE
- Accessories

OuOur Exporta Workwear range is tailored to
your needs. Our bespoke service is created
with you in mind so that ordering and
selecting workwear is easy and efficient.
We have an embroidery or heat sealed
logo service, labelled Man-Packs for your
employees and a dedicated account
managermanager on hand to help and guide you.
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Our Range

- Pallet Trucks
- Bottle Skips
- Container Trucks
- Lift Tables
- Hazardous Storage Cupboards
- Drip- Drip Trays
- Bunded Workfloors
- Spill Pallets
- Entrance Matting
- Anti-Fatigue Matting
- Oil-Resistant Matting
- Duckboard Matting
-- Anti-Slip Matting
- Workstations

Our range of materials handling products
can make your workplace more efficient.
We have everything you need to make
sure your workspace is compliant and safe
for your staff.

OuOur experts are waiting to guide you
through our range to help you find your
perfect materials handling solution. There
are so many more products for you to discover
at exportaglobal.co.uk

Workplace Equipment

Available at
exportaglobal.co.uk

0800 2944 394   |   exportaglobal.co.uk

Move It - Store It - Secure It
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MOVE IT  |  STORE IT  |  SECURE IT

In a high paced, high pressured working environment, we’re
here to take the load off your back. 

Need to Move It?
You’re covered with our range of plastic pallets, pallet

collars and load securing items.

Need to Store It?
No pNo problem, that’s sorted with our extended

storage range.

Need to Secure It?
Our workplace equipment range ensures you and your team stay

safe, on time and compliant.

We save you time, we save you money, we keep you compliant
and we make sure you never miss another deadline.

CallCall | 0800 294 4394
Visit | exportaglobal.co.uk

Email | sales@exportaglobal.co.uk

ISO 9001 ISO 14001

Anchorpoint House - Clashburn Close - Kinross - KY13 8GD


